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HOLTEC 
INTERNATIONAL 

December 22, 2016 

Yen-Ju Chen, Sr. Project Manager-Licensing Branch 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 

U.S.'Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATTN: Document Control Desk 

· Washington, DC 20555-0001 · 

Docket No. 72-1014, Certificate of Compliance (CoC) No. 1014 

Telephone (856) 797-0900 

Fax (856) 797-0909 

Subject: ·Submittal of Responses to NRC's RAis for HI-STORM 100 LAR 1014-11 

Reference(s): [l] "Amendment No. 11 To Certificate of Compliance No. 1014 for the HI
STORM 100 Multipurpose Canister Storage System - Request for Additional 
InformaJion" (Letter from Yen-Ju Chen (NRC) to Kimberly Manzione (Holtec) 
dated Novembeli 17, 2016) . 
[2] "Transmittal of RSI Responses Supporting HI-STORM 100 LAR 1014-11" 
(Letter from Royston Ngwayah (Holtec) to Yen:..Ju Chen (NRC) dated June 6, 
2016) 

~ . . 

[3] "Holtec International HI-STORM 100 Multipurpose Canister Storage System 
Amendment Request 1014-11" (Letter from Royston Ngwayah (Holtec) to Mark 
Lombard (NRC) dated January 29, 2016) 

Dear Ms. Cheri: 

By letter .dated November_ 17, 2016 [l], NRC staff requested additional information (RAis) 
needed to complete their detailed technical review of HI-STORM 100 Amendment 11 to the 
Certificate of Compliance No. 1014. 

'-

During recent communication between Holtec and NRC staff, it was determined that further 
NRC internal review and potential discussion with Holtec was needed to determine the path 
forward on some RAis. Responses to RAis not requiring further discussion are hereby submitted 
with this letter. Responses to RAis under NRC internal review will be submitted t~ the NRC via 
supplemental submittal(s). 

Enclosure 1 to this letter contains the responses to RAis 4-1, 4-2, 4-7, 4-8, 6-1 and 8-2. 
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HOLTEC 
INTERNATIONAL 

Holtec Center, One Holtec Drive, Marlton, NJ 08053 

Te~phone(856)797-0900 

Fax(856)797-0909 

Enclosure 2 contains the updated Appendix A of the CoC Technical Specifications. Enclosure 3 
contains the proposed changes to the FSAR. Enclosure 4 contains a Criticality calculation 
package and computer input/output files for analyses performed in support of RAI 6-1 response 
and the proposed update to the FSAR. The information in Enclosures 1-3 are considered non
proprietary by Holtec. _ The Criticality calculation package in Enclosure 4 is considered 
proprietary by Hol~ec. Therefore, Enclosure 5 to this letter _.contains an affidavit prepared in 
accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 requesting that Enclosure 4 be withheld from public disclosure. 

Changes identified with tracked changes in the original submittal [3] and RSis responses [2], if 
present in RAis affected section(s), will continue to be identified using track changes. 

If you have any questions please contact me at 856-797-0900 ext. 3844. 

· Sincerely, 

·~~~ 
Royston Ngwayah 
Licensing Engineer, 
Holtec International 

cc: (via email) 
Mark Lombard (USNRC) 
John McKirgan (USNRC) 

Enclosures: 

Enclosure 1: Responses to Requests for Additional Information (RAis) for HI-STORM 100 
LAR 1014-11 

Enclosure 2: Proposed changes to CoC 1014 Amendment 11 Appendix A 
Enclosure 3: HI-STORM 100 FSAR Proposed Changed pages (Proposed Rev. 13.B) 
Enclosure 4: HI-STAR 100 and HI-STORM 100 Additional Criticality Calculations 

(HI-2012771 Rev. 22) and Corresponding Computer Input/Output Files 
(Holtec Proprietary Information) (DVD Media) 

Enclosure 5: Affidavit Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 to Withhold Information from Public 
Disclosure 
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Document ID 5014818 
Non-Proprietary Enclosure 5 

AFFIDAVIT PURSUANT TO 10 CFR 2.390 

I, Kimberly Manzione, being duly sworn, depose and state as follows: 

(1) I have reviewed 'the information described in paragraph (2) which is sought 
to be withheld, and am authorized to apply for its withholding. 

(2) The 1Ilformation sought to be withheld is information provided in Enclosure 
4 to Holtec Letter 5014818. The enclosure contains Holtec Proprietary 
information. 

(3) In making this application for withholding of proprietary information of 
which it is the owner, Holtec International relies upon the exemption from 
disclosure set forth in the Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA"), 5 USC 
Sec. 552(b)(4) and the Trade Secrets Act, 18 USC Sec. 1905, and NRC 
regulations lOCFR Part 9.17(a)(4), 2.390(a)(4), and 2.390(b)(l) for "trade 
secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and 
privileged or confidential" (Exemption 4). The material for which exemption 
from disclosure is here sought is all "confidential commercial information", 
and some portions also qualify under the narrower definition of "trade 
secret", within the meanings assigned to those terms for purposes of FOIA 
Exemption 4 in, respectively, Critical Mass Energy Project v. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, 975F2d871 (DC Cir. 1992), and Public Citizen 
Health Research Group v. FDA, 704F2dl280 (DC Cir. 1983). 
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Document ID 5014818 
Non-Proprietary Enclosure 5 

AFFIDAVIT PURSUANT TO 10 CFR 2.390 

( 4) Some examples of categories of information which fit into the definition of 
proprietary information are: 

a. Information that discloses a process, method, or apparatus, including 
supporting data and analyses, where prevention of its use by Holtec's 
competitors without license from Holtec International constitutes a 
competitive economic advantage over other companies; 

b. Information which, if used by a competitor, would reduce his 
expenditure of resources or improve his competitive position in the 
design, manufacture, shipment, installation, assurance of quality, or 
licensing of a similar product. 

c. Information which reveals cost or price information, production, 
capacities, budget levels, or commercial strategies of Holtec 

·International, its customers,· or its suppliers; 

d. Information which reveals aspects of past, present, or future Holtec 
International customer-funded development plans and programs of 
potential commercial value to Holtec International; 

e. Information which discloses patentable subject matter for which it 
may be desirable to obtain patent protection. 

The information sought to be withheld is considered to be proprietary for the 
reasons set forth in paragraphs 4.a, 4.b, and 4.e above. 

(5) The information sought to be withheld is being submitted to the NRC in 
confidence. The information (including that compiled from many sources) is 
of a sort customarily held in confidence by Holtec International, and is in 
fact so held. The information sought to be withheld has, to the best of my 
knowledge and belief, consistently been held in confidence by Holtec 
International. No public disclosure has been made, and it is not available in 
public sources. All disclosures to third parties, including any required 
transmittals to the NRC, have been made, or must be made, pursuant to 
regulatory provisions or proprietary agreements which provide for 
maintenance of the information in confidence. Its initial designation as 
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Document ID 5014818 
Non-Proprietary Enclosure 5 

AFFIDAVIT PURSUANT TO 10 CFR 2.390 

proprietary information, and the subsequent steps taken to prevent its 
unauthorized disclosure, are as set forth in paragraphs ( 6) and (7) following. 

( 6) Initial approval of proprietary treatment of a document is made by the 
manager of the originating component, the person most likely to be 
acquainted with the value and sensitivity of the information in relation to 
industry knowledge. Access to such documents within Holtec International 
is limited on a "need to know" basis. 

(7) The procedure for approval of external release of such a document typically 
requires review by the staff manager, project manager, principal scientist or 
other equivalent authority, by the manager of the cognizant marketing 
function (or his designee ), and by the Legal Operation, for technical content, 
competitive effect, and determination of the accuracy of. the proprietary 
designation. Disclosures outside Holtec International are limited to 
regulatory bodies, customers, and potential customers, and their agents, 
suppliers, and licensees, and others with a legitimate need for the 
information, and then only in accordance with appropriate regulatory 
provisions or proprietary agreements. 

(8) The information classified as proprietary was developed and compiled by 
Holtec International at a significant cost to Holtec International. This 
information is classified as proprietary because it contains detailed 
descriptions of analytical approaches and methodologies not available 
elsewhere. This information would provide other parties, including 
competitors, with information from Holtec International's technical database 
and the results of evaluations performed by Holtec International. A 
substantial effort has been expended by Holtec International to develop this 
information. Release of this information would improve a competitor's 
position because it would enable Holtec's competitor to copy our technology 
and offer it for sale in competition with our company, causing us financial 
lllJUry. 
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Document ID 5014818 
Non-Proprietary Enclosure 5 

AFFIDAVIT PURSUANT TO 10 CFR 2.390 

(9) Public disclosure of the information sought to be withheld is likely to cause 
substantial harm to Holtec International's competitive position and foreclose 
or reduce the availability of profit-making opportunities. The information is 
part of Holtec International's comprehensive spent fuel storage technology 
base, and its commercial value extends beyond the original development 
cost. The value of the technology base goes beyond the extensive physical 
database and analytical methodology, and includes development of the 
expertise to determine and apply the appropriate evaluation process. 

The research, development, engineering, and analytical costs comprise a 
substantial investment of time and money by Holtec International. 

The precise value of the expertise to devise an evaluation process and apply 
the correct analytical methodology is difficult to quantify, .but it clearly is 
substantial. 

Holtec International's competitive advantage will be lost if its competitors 
are able to use the results of the Holtec International experience to normalize 
or verify their own process or if they are able to claim an equivalent 
understanding by demonstrating that they can arrive at the same or similar 
conclusions. 

The value of this information to Holtec International would be lost if the 
information were disclosed to the public. Making such information available 
to competitors without their having been required to undertake a similar 
expenditure of resources would unfairly provide competitors with a windfall, 
and deprive Holtec International of the opportunity to exercise its 
competitive advantage to seek an adequate return on its large investment.in 
developing these very valuable analytical tools . 
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Document ID 5014818 
Non-Proprietary Enclosure 5 

AFFIDAVIT PURSUANT TO 10 CFR 2.390 

ST ATE OF NEW JERSEY ) 
) ss: 

COUNTY OF BURLINGTON ) 

Kimberly Manzione, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

That she has read the foregoing affidavit and the matters stated therein are true and 
correct to the best of her knowledge, information, and belief. 

Executed at Marlton, New Jersey, this 22nd day of December, 2016. 

/7~ 
Kimberly Manzione 
Licensing Manager 

Holtec International 

Subscribed and sworn before me this 22nd day of December, 2016. 
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Enclosure 1 to Holtec Letter 5014818 

NRC RAJ 4-1 

Revise the Technical Specification (TS), Appendix A, 3.1.2, LCO 3.1.2, Actions. 

The addition to the note in TS, Appendix A, 3 .1.2, "If surveillance shows partial blockage 
(::::;50%) of the duct areas, the blockage should be removed.," does not have the same requirement 
as the Condition A, "SFSC Heat Removal System operable, but partially (<50%) blocked and 
required action A.l, "Remove blockage."" The word "should" denotes a recommendation, not a 
requirement. Condition A and the associated required action A. I in the TS, Appendix A. 3 .1.2 
and in the TS Bases B.3.1.2 should be restored to the original version. 

Holtec's Response to RAI 4-1 

Condition A and Required Action A.1 of TS Appendix A, LCO 3 .1.2 have been restored to their 

original versions. Associated changes to HI-STORM 100 FSAR Chapter 12 (Proposed Rev. 
13.B), TS Bases B3.1.2 (Applicability and Action A.1) have been removed and original text 
restored. 
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Enclosure 1 to Holtec Letter 5014818 

NRCRAI4-2 

Revise the TS, Appendix A, 3.1.2 to address the note in Table 4.6.8 of the application. 

Table 4.6.8 of the application provides the MPC threshold decay heat equal to 19 kW, and notes, 
"The heat load at any storage location in the basket must be less than or equal to the threshold 

heat load tabulated herein divided by the number of storage locations." The TS, Appendix A, 
Section 3.1.2 only addresses the concept of the MPC threshold decay heat equal to 19 kW, and 
does not capture the concept in the note. The note could be more thermally limiting than the 

threshold decay heat equal to 19 kW. 

Holtec's Response to RAJ 4-2 

The TS Appendix A, LCO 3.1.2 has been updated by adding the following note, adopted from 

Table 4.6.8 of the application with minor modifications: "For MPCs 24 and 68, the heat load in 
any storage cell in the basket must be Jess than or equal to 19 kW divided by the number of 

storage cells. For MPC-32, the heat load in any storage cell in the basket must be less than or 

equal to 16 kW divided by the number of storage cells.'' Associated changes have been made to 
HI-STORM 100 FSAR Chapter 12 (Proposed Rev. 13.B), TS Bases B3.1.2, Actions B.l, C. l and 
C.2.1, and Surveillance Requirement 3 .1.2. 
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Enclosure 1 to Holtec Letter 5014818 

NRC RAI 4-7 

Specify in Section 4.6.2.4 of the application the bounding overpack and the ambient temperature 
used in the thermal analysis in Section 4.6.2.4 of the amendment request. 

The specific description of the bounding overpack used in the 100% blocked vent thermal 
analysis and the ambient temperature was not provided in Section 4.6.2.4 of the application. 

Holtec's Response to RAI 4-7 

Section 4.4.4.1 of the HI-STORM 100 FSAR provides the technical justification on which 
overpack is thermally limiting. As stated in that section, HI-STORM lOOS Version Bis 
thermally most limiting overpack and has been adopted in all the thermal evaluations presented 
in Chapter 4 of the FSAR. The same thermal model that was identified as the most limiting was 
adopted for thermal evaluations of 100% vent blockage accident at threshold heat load. 

An ambient temperature of 80°F is adopted in the thermal evaluation, which is the same as that 
adopted and approved by NRC for 100% vent blockage accident at full maximum design basis 
heat load. This information has been added to Section 4.6.2.4 of the FSAR. 
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Enclosure 1 to Holtec Letter 5014818 

NRCRAI4-8 

Clarify the temperature results in Section 4.4.4.3 of the PSAR. 

Section 4.4.4.3 of the PSAR describes PCT results at sea level for the MPC-68 (711 °P) and 
MPC-32 (697 °P) that are not consistent with the results in Table 4.4.6 of the PSAR for the 
MPC-68 (697 °F) and MPC-32 (711 °F). 

Holtec's Response to RAI 4-8 

No change to this section was requested in this amendment. However, we do acknowledge the 
typographical error. The PCT results presented in the table got exchanged between the MPCs. 
This table has been fixed in Revision 13.B of the PSAR and made consistent with the results 
from Table 4.4.6 of the PSAR. 
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Enclosure 1 to Holtec Letter 5014818 

NRCRAI 6-1 

Include the supporting analyses, either directly or by reference, to demonstrate that fissile 
material produced as a result of the irradiation of the thoria fuel does not have a significant 
impact on the reactivity of the cask system. 

The applicant does not include an isotopic depletion and criticality evaluation (for the MPC-68M 
canister) to account for the production of fissile material due to the irradiation of the thoria fuel 
rods in the reactor. It appears that the applicant models the thorium fuel rods as unirradiated. In a 
reactor core, thorium absorbs neutrons to produce 233U, which is fissile and has a higher neutron 
yield than 235U or 239Pu. The applicant should model the thorium fuel rods after irradiation, as 
they will be more reactive than fresh thorium. In addition, validation for the computer code used 
for predicting conversion of thorium to 233U should be provided. 

This information is needed to ensure that the storage cask will meet the criticality safety 
requirements of 10 CFR 72.236(c). 

Holtec's Response to RAI 6-1 

While only a single Thoria rod canister is qualified for storage in MPC-68, MPC-68F or MPC-
68M, the analysis in Chapter 6 assumes such canister in every basket cell. The intention of 
performing a criticality evaluation with a basket fully loaded with such canisters was 
predominantly to indicate the low reactivity, and that it therefore will have a negligible effect in 
the actual loading condition together with 67 fuel assemblies. However, we will present the 
actual loading configurations further below. But first we will address the U-233 production in the 
rods, and, at the end, the issue of the validation of the U-233 amount. 

U-233 production 

For the original qualification of the Thoria rods in the HI-STORM 100, a source term and dose 
evaluation was performed to indicate that the basket is bounded by normal spent fuel. For this 
purpose, a source term evaluation had been performed. The output of this evaluation was 
reviewed to establish an estimate of the conversion of Th-232 to U-233 in the rods. The output 
shows that the initial amount of 29.5 kg Th-232 present in the 18 rods is reduced to 28.3 kg at the 
end of the irradiation. The difference of 1.2 kg would have been converted to U-233. However, 
the total amount of uranium only increases from about 0.55 kg initially to 1.1 kg at discharge. 
This represents the fact that U-235 and even the generated U-233 undergo fission. For 
simplification, it is assumed that the entire amount of 1.1 kg uranium present at the end of the 
irradiation period is present in the form ofU-233, representing a conversion of 1.1/29.5 = 3.7%. 
Any other fission products or actinides are neglected. The result of the criticality analysis using 
these assumptions for the irradiated thorium rods is presented in the Table below, still for the 
assumed loading of the entire basket with 68 Thoria rod canisters. The calculations show an 
increase in reactivity, however, the value is still well below the reactivity of the basket filled with 
fuel assemblies, hence the expected impact of a single canister in a basket with fuel assemblies is 
negligible. 
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Enclosure 1 to Holtec Letter 5014818 

Calculation with 
Calculation with 

Thoria Rod Baskets 
Thoria Rod Baskets in 

Configuration MPC only, lil 
MPC only, (3.7% (original 

calculation) 
conversion) 

Thoria rod wt% U-235 1.4836 0 
Thoria rod wt% U-238 0.1031 0.1031 
Thoria rod wt% 0-16 12.1151 13.599 

Thoria rod wt% Th-232 86.2982 83.1051 
Thoria rod wt% U-233 0 3.193 

Maximum ketr 0.1813 0.3454 

Basket loaded with fuel and a single Thoria rod canister 

Utilizing the composition of the irradiated Thoria rods discussed above, calculations are 
performed for a single canister in a basket filled with fuel. Two cases are analyzed, one for fuel 
of the assembly class 6x6C in the MPC-68F, and one for fuel of the assembly class lOxlOA in 
the MPC-68. In both cases, the canister is placed near the center of the basket to maximize any 
reactivity effect. Results, in comparison with the cases of the basket filled with fuel only, are 
presented in Table below. In both cases, the condition with the single Thoria rod canister results 
in a slight reduction in reactivity, as expected. 

FSAR Table 
FSAR Table 

6.1.8 Fuel 
FSAR Table FSAR Table 6.1.7 Fuel 

Assembly 
6.1.8 Fuel 6.1.7 . Fuel Assembly 

Configuration 
Class 6x6C 

Assembly Class Assembly Class Class 

(reference 
6x6C (3.7% lOxlOA lOxlOA 

case) 
conversion) (reference case) (3.7% 

conversion) 
Thoria rod wt% U-235 n/a 0 n/a 0 
Thoria rod wt% U-23 8 n/a 0.1031 n/a 0.1031 
Thoria rod wt% 0-16 n/a 13.599 n/a 13.599 
Thoria rod wt% Th-232 n/a 83.1,051 n/a 83.1051 
Thoria rod wt% U-233 n/a 3.193 n/a 3.193 
Maximum ketr 0.8021 0:7935 0.9457 0.9340 

Validation of the U-233 amount from the depletion calculations 

The source term calculations for the Thoria rods used in Chapter 5 of the SAR and used above to 
estimate amount of U-233 generated were performed with SAS2H/ORIGENS from SCALE 4.3. 
While the SCALE code has generally been used to evaluate Thorium-based fuel [NUREG/CR-
7176], we do not have an explicit validation for the use of this code for this fuel. In lieu of any 
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Enclosure 1 to Holtec Letter 5014818 

validation, we will use a conservative upper bound value of the U-233 amount, based on the 
conversion ratio and the initial amount of U-235 in the fuel assembly. 

The conversion of Th-232 to U-233 in U02 LWR thermal systems can have a conversion rate 
above I . 0 [NUREG/CR-717 6]. The 2 assemblies that contained the Thoria rods during depletion 
contained initially about 1.9 kg U-235 and 14.7 kg Th-232 (see appendix 16 of Holtec 
Proprietary Report HI-951322). For an assumed conversion rate of 1.1, no more than 1.9 kg * 1.1 
= 2.1 kg U-233 could have been generated, a conversion of about 14% of the initial Th-232 
amount. This amount is now assumed in the calculations with the single Thoria Rod canister 
presented above. Results are shown below in Table, again in comparison with the original case 
with 68 assemblies. The results show that even with an upper bound amount of U-233, the 
reactivity of the case with the single canister is no higher than the results with 68 assemblies. 

FSAR Table 
FSAR Table 

6.1.8 Fuel 
FSAR Table FSAR Table 6.1.7 Fuel 

Assembly 6.1.8 Fuel 6.1.7 Fuel Assembly 
Configuration 

Class 6x6C 
Assembly Class Assembly Class Class 

(reference 6x6C (14% lOxlOA lOxlOA 

case) 
conversion) (reference case) (14% 

conversion) 
wt% U-235 n/a 0 n/a 0 
wt% U-238 n/a 0.1031 n/a 0.1031 
wt% 0-16 n/a 13.599 n/a 13.599 
wt% Th-232 n/a 74.2164 n/a 74.2164 
wt% U-233 n/a 12.0817 n/a 12.0817 

Maximum kerr 0.8021 0.7983 0.9457 0.9356 

Conclusion 

While the conversion of Th-232 to U-233 during depletion. results in an increase in the result for 
the hypothetical case of a basket entirely filled with Thoria Rod Canisters, the realistic condition 
of a single canister loaded with spent fuel is still bounded by the case with fuel assemblies only, 
even when an upper bound' conversion of Th-232 to U-233 is used. Loading of one Thoria rod 
canister is therefore safe from a criticality perspective. 

For the purpose of clarification, the following text will be added to Chapter 6 of SAR: 

The evaluation presented here was performed with fresh fuel, but for a condition where all basket 
locations were assumed to be filled with a Thoria Rod canister, while only a single canister is 
permitted. The conversion of Th-232 to U-233 during depletion may results in a slight increase 
in reactivity for this hypothetical case of a basket entirely filled with Thoria Rod Canisters, 
however, the real condition of a single canister loaded together with spent fuel would still be 
bounded by the design basis case with fuel assemblies only. 
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Enclosure 1 to Holtec Letter 5014818 

NRCRAI 8-2 

Provide the necessary actions for qualifying crud-induced localized corrosion (CILC) fuel 
as undamaged fuel. 

If the applicant classifies CILC fuel as undamaged fuel and because the presence of 
channels prevents visual inspection of the fuel cladding, other actions which can confirm 
the absence of gross breach need to be performed as part of the fuel qualification process. 

This information is needed to determine compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 
72.236(d). 

Holtec's Response to RAI 8-2 

The definition of "Undamaged Fuel," in the HI-STORM 100 CoC includes, "b) a BWR 
fuel assembly with an intact channel, a maximum planar average initial enrichment of 3.3 
wt% U-235, without known or suspected GROSSLY BREACHED SPENT FUEL 
RODS, and which can be handled by normal means." This existing definition is 
unchanged in the request for Amendment 11, and may cover fuel which is considered 
CILC fuel. Classification of fuel to be loaded in the HI-STORM 100 system is 
performed by the general licensee utilizing the system, who must make sure they are in 
full compliance with the definitions of undamaged fuel, including item (b) as applicable. 

In order to help ensure that users of the HI-STORM 100 system are aware of the 
restrictions in the definition of undamaged fuel, related to low-enriched channeled fuel, 
Holtec has added a caution note to Section 8.1.4 to alert users to these restrictions. 
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Enclosure 2 to Holtec Letter 5014818 

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE NO. 1014 

APPENDIX A 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

FOR THE HI-STORM 100 CASK SYSTEM 

/ 
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Enclosure 2 to Holtec Letter 5014818 

1.1 Definitions (continued) 

LOADING OPERATIONS 

MINIMUM ENRICHMENT 

MUL Tl-PURPOSE CANISTER 
(MPC) 

MPC TRANSFER 

NON-FUEL HARDWARE 

Certificate of Compliance No. 1014 
Appendix A 

Definitions 
1.1 

LOADING OPERATIONS include all licensed 
activities on an OVERPACK or TRANSFER CASK 
while it is being loaded with fuel assemblies. 
LOADING OPERATIONS begin when the first fuel 
assembly is placed in the MPC and end when the 
OVERPACK or TRANSFER CASK is suspended 
from or secured on the transporter. LOADING 
OPERATIONS does not include MPC TRANSFER. 

MINIMUM ENRICHMENT is the minimum assembly 
average enrichment. Natural uranium and low 
enrichment blankets are not considered in 
determining minimum enrichment. 

MPCs are the sealed spent nuclear fuel canisters 
which consist of a honeycombed fuel basket 
contained in a cylindrical canister shell which is 
welded to a baseplate, lid with welded port cover 
plates, and closure ring . The MPC provides the 
confinement boundary for the contained radioactive 
materials. 

MPC TRANSFER begins when the MPC is lifted off 
the TRANSFER CASK bottom lid and ends when 
the MPC is supported from beneath by the 
OVERPACK or WM (or the reverse) . 

NON-FUEL HARDWARE is defined as Burnable 
Poison Rod Assemblies (BPRAs), Thimble Plug 
Devices (TPDs) , Control Rod Assemblies (CRAs) , 
Axial Power Shaping Rods (APSRs), Wet Annular 
Burnable Absorbers (WABAs) , Rod Cluster Control 
Assemblies (RCCAs) , Control Element Assemblies 
(CEAs) , Neutron Source Assemblies (NSAs) , water 
displacement guide tube plugs, orifice rod 
assemblies, instrument tube tie rods (ITTRs) , 
vibration suppressor inserts , and components of 
these devices such as individual rods. 

1.1-4 
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Enclosure 2 to Holtec Letter 5014818 

1.1 Definitions (continued) 

OVER PACK 

PLANAR-AVERAGE INITIAL 
ENRICHMENT 

REPAIRED/RECONSTITUTED 
FUEL ASSEMBLY 

SPENT FUEL STORAGE 
CASKS (SFSCs) 

STORAGE OPERATIONS 

TRANSFER CASK 

Certificate of Compliance No. 1014 
Appendix A 

Definitions 
1.1 

OVERPACKs are the casks which receive and 
contain the sealed MPCs for interim storage on the 
ISFSI. They provide gamma and neutron shielding , 
and provide for ventilated air flow to promote heat 
transfer from the MPC to the environs. The term 
OVERPACK does not include the TRANSFER 
CASK. 

1 PLANAR AVERAGE INITIAL ENRICHMENT is the 
average of the distributed fuel rod initial 
enrichments within a given axial plane of the 
assembly lattice. 
Spent nuclear fuel assembly which contains dummy 
fuel rod(s) that displaces an amount of water 
greater than or equal to the orig inal fuel rod(s) 
and/or which contains structural repairs so it can be 
handled by normal means. If irradiated dummy 
stainless steel rods are present in the fuel 
assembly, the dummy/replacement rods will be 
considered in the site specific dose calculations. 

SFSCs are containers approved for the storage of 
spent fuel assemblies at the ISFSI. The HI-STORM 
100 SFSC System consists of the OVERPACK/VVM 
and its integral MPC. 

STORAGE OPERATIONS include all licensed 
activities that are performed at the ISFSI while an 
SFSC containing spent fuel is situated within the 
ISFSI perimeter. STORAGE OPERATIONS does not 
include MPC TRANSFER. 

TRANSFER CASKs are containers designed to 
contain the MPC during and after loading of spent 
fuel assemblies and to transfer the MPC to or from 
the OVERPACK/VVM. The HI-STORM 100 System 
employs either the 125-Ton or the 100-Ton HI-TRAC 
TRANSFER CASK. 

1.1-5 
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3.1 SFSC INTEGRITY 

3.1.2 SFSC Heat Removal System 

SFSC Heat Removal System 
3.1.2 

LCO 3.1.2 The SFSC Heat Removal System shall be operable 

----------------------------------------------------------NOTE--------------------------------------------------
The SFSC Heat Removal System is operable when 50% or more of the inlet and outlet 
vent areas are unblocked and available for flow or when air temperature requirements 
are met. 

APPLICABILITY: During STORAGE OPERATIONS. 

ACTIONS 
----------------------------------------------------------NO"f E--------------------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each SFSC. 

CONDITION 

A. SFSC Heat Removal 
System operable, but 
partially (<50%) blocked . 

B. SFSC Heat Removal 
System inoperable. 

Certificate of Compliance No. 1014 
Appendix A 

REQUIRED ACTION 

A.1 Remove blockage. 

B.1 Restore SFSC Heat 
Removal System to 
operable status. 

3.1.2-1 
Page 4of11 

COMPLETION 
TIME 

N/A 

8 hours 
(Overpacks 
containing MPCs 
with heat loads 
greater than 19 
kW at time of 
entering condition) 

OR 

24 hours 
(Overpacks 
containing MPCs 
with heat loads 
less than or equal 
to 19 kW at time of 
entering 
condition)t 
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SFSC Heat Removal System 

3.1.2 

CONDITION 

C. Required Action 8 .1 and 
associated Completion 
Time not met. 

REQUIRED ACTION 

C.1 Measure SFSC dose rates 
in accordance with the 
Radiation Protection 
Program. 

AND 

C.2.1 Restore SFSC Heat 
Removal System to 
operable status. 

OR 

C.2.2 Transfer the MPC into a 
TRANSFER CASK. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

Certificate of Compliance No. 1014 
Ap'pendix A 3.1.2-2 
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COMPLETION 
TIME 

Immediately and 
once per 12 hours 
thereafter 

64 hours (Storage 
cell heat loads~ 
Tables 3-3 or 3-4 
limits) 

24 hours (Storage 
cell heat loads> 
Tables 3-3 or 3-4 
limits) 

64 hours (Storage 
cell heat loads~ 
Tables 3-3 or 3-4 
limits) 

24 hours (Storage 
cell heat loads> 
Tables 3-3 or 3-4 
limits) 

FREQUENCY 
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SFSC Heat Removal System 

3.1.2 

SR 3.1.2 Verify all OVERPACK inlets and outlets are free 
of blockage from solid debris or floodwater. 

OR 
For OVERPACKS with installed temperature 
monitoring equipment, verify that the difference 
between the average OVERPACK air outlet 
temperature and ISFSI ambient temperature is 
~ 155°F for OVERPACKS containing PWR 
MPCs, ~ 137°F for OVERPACKS containing 
BWR MPCs. 

24 hours 
(Overpacks 
containing MPCs 
with heat loads 
greater than 19 
kW at time of 
inspection) 

OR 

30 days 
(Overpacks 
containing MPCs 
with heat loads 
less than or 
equal to 19 kW 
at time of 
inspection)t 

24 hours 

(Overpacks 
containing MPCs 
with heat loads 
greater than 19 
kW at time of 
inspection) 

OR 

30 days 
(Overpacks 
containing MPCs 
with heat loads 
less than or 
equal to 19 kW 
at time of 
ins ection)t 

t For MPCs 24 and 68, the heat load in any storage cell in the basket must be less than or equal 
to 19 kW divided by the number of storage cells. For MPC-32, the heat load in any storage cell 
in the basket must be less than or equal to 16 kW divided by the number of storage cells. 

Certificate of Compliance No. 1014 
Appendix A 3.1.2-3 
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Boron Concentration 

3.3.1 

3.3 SFSC CRITICALITY CONTROL 

3.3.1 Boron Concentration 

LCO 3.3.1 

Array/Class 

14x14A/B/C/D/E 

15x15A/B/C/G/I 

15x15D/E/F/H 

16x16A/B/C 

17x17A 

17x17AfB/C 

As required by Coe Appendix B, Table 2.1-2, the concentration of 
boron in the water in the MPC shall meet the following limits for the 
applicable MPC model and the most limiting fuel assembly 
array/class and classification to be stored in the MPC: 

a. MPC-24 with one or more fuel assemblies having an initial 
enrichment greater than the value in Table 2.1-2 for no soluble 
boron credit and~ 5.0 wt% 235U: ~ 400 ppmb 

b. MPC-24E or MPC-24EF (all INTACT FUEL ASSEMBLIES) with 
one or more fuel assemblies having an initial enrichment 
greater than the value in Table 2.1-2 for no soluble boron credit 
and~ 5.0 wt% 235U: ~ 300 ppmb 

c. Deleted . 
d. Deleted . 

e. MPC-24E or MPC-24EF (one or more DAMAGED FUEL 
ASSEMBLIES or FUEL DEBRIS) with one or more fuel 
assemblies having an initial enrichment > 4.0 wt% 235U and 
~ 5.0 wt% 235U: ~ 600 ppmb 

f. MPC-32/32F: Minimum soluble boron concentration as required 
b th t bl b I t 1y e a e eow. 

All INTACT FUEL ASSEMBLIES One or more DAMAGED FUEL 
ASSEMBLIES or FUEL DEBRIS 

Maximum Initial Maximum Initial Maximum Initial Maximum Initial 
Enrichment Enrichment 5.0 Enrichment Enrichment 

~ 4.1 wt% 235U wt% 23su ~ 4.1 wt% 235U 5.o wt% 235U 
(ppmb) (ppmb) (ppmb) (ppmb) 

1,300 1,900 1,500 2,300 

1,800 2,500 1,900 2,700 

1,900 2,600 2,100 2,900 

1,400 2,000 1,500 2,300 

1,600 2,200 1,800 2,600 

1,900 2,600 2,100 2,900 
r . . . 0 0 £J 

.. 
For maximum 1n1t1al enrichments between 4.1 wt Yo and 5.0 wt Yo U, the minimum 
soluble boron concentration may be determined by linear interpolation between the 
minimum soluble boron concentrations at 4.1 wt% and 5.0 wt%. 

Certificate of Compliance No. 1014 
Appendix A 
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Table 3-1 

MPC Cavity Drying Limits 
Table 3-1 

MPC Cavity Drying Limits for all MPC Types 

Fuel Burnup 
Method of Moisture 

MPC Heat Load (kW) Removal 
(MWD/MTU) (Notes 1 and 2) 

s; 30~ (MPC-24/24E/24EF, 
VDSNote 5 or FHDNote 6 All Assemblies~ 45,000 MPC-32/32F, MPC-68/68F/68FF) 

s; 36.9~ (MPC-68M) 

All Assemblies~ 45,000 > 30~ (MPC-24/24E/24EF, FHDNote 6 
MPC-32/32F, MPC-68/68F/68FF) 

One or more assemblies 
s; 29 (MPC-68M) VDSNote 4 or FHDNote 6 

> 45,000 

One or more assemblies 
s; 36.9NOOH> (MPC-

24/24E/24EF/MPC-32/32F/MPC- FHDNote 6 
> 45,000 68/68F/68FF/MPC-68M 

Notes: 

1. VOS means a vacuum drying system. The acceptance criterion when using a VOS is 
MPC cavity pressure shall be~ 3 torr for~ 30 minutes. 

2. FHD means a forced helium dehydration system. The acceptance criterion when using 
an FHD system is the gas temperature exiting the demoisturizer shall be 
~ 21°F for~ 30 minutes or the gas dew point exiting the MPC shall be~ 22.9°F for~ 30 
minutes. 

3. Deleted 

4. The maximum allowable decay heat per fuel storage location is 0.426 kW. 

5. Maximum allowable storage cell heat load is 1.25 kW (MPC-24/24E/24EF), 0.937 kW 
(MPC-32/32F) and 0.441 kW (MPC-68/68F/68FF). 

6. Maximum per assembly allowable heat loads under uniform or regionalized storage 
defined in Appendix B, Section 2.4.1 or 2.4.2. 

Certificate of Compliance No. 1014 
Appendix A 3.4-1 
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MPC Heat Load Limits 

Table 3-3 

Table 3-3: Regional ized StorageNote 2 Cell Heat Load Limits 

MPC Type Number ofCells Storage Cell Number of Storage Cell 
in Inner Heat Load Cells in Outer Heat Load 

RegionNote 1 (Inner Region) RegionNote 1 (Outer Region) 
(kW) (kW) 

MPC-24 4 1.470 20 0.900 
MPC-24E/EF 4 1.540 20 0.900 
MPC-32/32F 12 1.131 20 0.600 

MPC- 32 0.500 36 0.275 
68/68F/68FF/68M 
Note 1: The location of MPC-32 and MPC-68 inner and outer reg ion cells are defined in 
Appendix B Figures 2.1-3 and 2.1-4 respectively. 
The MPC-24 and MPC-24E/EF cell locations are defined below: 
Inner Region Cell numbers 9, 10, 15, 16 in Appendix B Figures 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 
respectively. 
Outer Region Cell numbers 1-8, 11-14, 17-24 in Appendix B Figures 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 
respectively . 

Note 2: The storage cell regionalization is defined in Note 1 in accordance with safety 
analyses under the heat load limits of this Table . 

Table 3-4: Uniform Storage Cell Heat Load Limits 

MPC Type 
MPC-24 

MPC-24E/EF 
MPC-68/68F/68FF/68M 

MPC-32 

Certificate of Compliance No. 1014 
Appendix A 3.4-3 
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Heat Load (kW) 
1.157 
1.173 
0.414 
0.898 
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS AND PROGRAMS 

5.5 Cask Transport Evaluation Program 

Programs 
5.0 

This program provides a means for evaluating various transport configurations 
and transport route conditions to ensure that the design basis drop limits are met. 
For lifting of the loaded TRANSFER CASK or OVERPACK using devices which 
are integral to a structure governed by 10 CFR Part 50 regulations, 10 CFR 50 
requirements apply. This program is not applicable when the TRANSFER CASK 
or OVERPACK is in the FUEL BUILDING or is being handled by a device 
provid ing support from underneath (i .e., on a ra il car, heavy haul trailer, air pads, 
etc ... ) or is being handled by a device designed in accordance with the increased 
safety factors of ANSI N 14 .6 and having redundant drop protection. 

Pursuant to 10 CFR 72.212, this program shall evaluate the site-specific transport 
route conditions. 

a. For free-standing OVERPACKS and the TRANSFER CASK, the following 
requirements apply: 

1. The lift height above the transport route surface(s) shall not exceed 
the limits in Table 5-1 except as provided for in Specification 
5.5.a.2 . Also, if applying the limits in Table 5-1 , the program shall 
ensure that the transport route conditions (i.e., surface hardness 
and pad thickness) are equivalent to or less limiting than either Set 
A or Set Bin HI-STORM FSAR Table 2.2.9. 

2. The program may determine lift heights by analysis based on the 
site-specific conditions to ensure that the impact loading due to 
design basis drop events does not exceed 45 g's at the top of the 
MPC fuel basket. These alternative analyses shall be 
commensurate with the drop analyses described in the Final Safety 
Analysis Report for the HI-STORM 100 Cask System. The 
program shall ensure that these alternative analyses are 
documented and controlled . 

Certificate of Complia'nce No. 1014 
Appendix A 5.0-2 
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS AND PROGRAMS 

5.5 Cask Transport Evaluation Program (continued) 

Programs 
5.0 

3. The TRANSFER CASK or OVERPACK, when loaded with spent 
fuel , may be lifted to any height necessary during TRANSPORT 
OPERATIONS, provided the lifting device is designed in 
accordance with applicable stress limits from ANSI N14.6, and/or 
NUREG-0612, and has redundant drop protection features. 

4. The TRANSFER CASK and MPC, when loaded with spent fuel , may 
be lifted to those heights necessary to perform cask handling 
operations, including MPC TRANSFER, provided the lifts are made 
with structures and components designed in accordance with the 
criteria specified in Section 3.5 of Appendix B to Certificate of 
Compliance No. 1014, as applicable. 

b. For the transport of OVERPACKS to be anchored to the ISFSI pad, the 
following requirements apply: 

1. Except as provided in 5.5.b.2, user shall determine allowable 
OVERPACK lift height limit(s) above the transport route surface(s) 
based on site-specific transport route conditions . The lift heights 
shall be determined by evaluation or analysis, based on limiting the 
design basis cask deceleration during a postulated drop event to 
=: 45 g's at the top of the MPC fuel basket. Evaluations and/or 
analyses shall be performed using methodologies consistent with 
those in the HI-STORM 100 FSAR. 

2. The OVERPACK, when loaded with spent fuel , may be lifted to any 
height necessary during TRANSPORT OPERATIONS provided the 
lifting device is designed in accordance with applicable stress limits 
from ANSI N14.6, and/or NUREG-0612, and has redundant drop 
protection features. 

Certificate of Compliance No. 1014 
Appendix A 5.0-3 
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Elevation (ft) Pressure (psia) Ambient Temperature 
Reduction versus Sea Level 

Sea Level (0) 14.70 0°F 

2000 13.66 7.1 °F 

4000 12.69 14.3°F 

A survey of the elevation of nuclear plants in the U.S. shows that nuclear plants are situated near 
about sea level or elevated slightly ( ~ 1000 ft). The effect of the elevation on peak fuel cladding 
temperatures is evaluated by performing calculations for a HI-STORM 100 System situated at an 
elevation of 1500 feet. At this elevation the ambient temperature would decrease by approximately 
5°F (See Table above). The peak cladding temperatures are calculated for a bounding configuration 
(non-uniform storage at X = 0.5), and conservatively assuming no reduction in ambient temperature 
using the 3D model described in Subsection 4.4.1 .1 and compared to the sea level conditions. The 

results are given in the following table. 

MPC Design PCT at Sea Level PCT at 1500 feet 
MPC-326& PBWR 711.4°F 723.8°F 
MPC-68~ BPWR 697.1°F 718.2°F 

These results show that the PCT, including the effects of site elevation, continues to be well below 
the regulatory claddmg temperature limit of 752°F. In light of the above evaluation, it is not 
necessary to place any ISFSI elevation constraints for HI-STORM deployment at elevations up to 
1500 feet. If, however, an ISFSI is sited at an elevation greater than 1500 feet, the effect of altitude 
on the PCT shall be quantified as part of the 10 CFR 72.212 evaluation for the site using the site 
ambient conditions. 

4.4.5 Maximum Internal Pressure 

4.4.5 .1 MPC Helium Backfill Pressure 

For design basis heat load, the helium backfill shall be sufficient to produce the required operating 
pressure of 7 atmospheres (absolute) during normal storage at reference conditions (See Table 
4.0.1). Thermal analyses performed on the different MPC designs indicate that this operating 
pressure requires a certain helium backfill pressure specified at a reference temperature (70°F). The 
minimum backfill pressure to attain this operating pressure for each MPC type is provided in Table 
4.4.11 : An upper limit on the helium backfill pressure corresponds to the design pressure of the MPC 
vessel (Table 2.2.1 ). The upper limit on the backfill pressure is also reported in Table 4.4.11 . To 
bound the minimum and maximum backfill pressures listed in Table 4.4.11 with margin, a helium 
backfill specification is set forth in Table 4.4.12. These values support the technical specification of 
the system for the design basis heat load of the MPC. 

In addition the technical specifications allow for using a wider range on the backfill pressure if the 
heat load of the MPC is less than 28. 74 kW. The minimum ofthis range corresponds to an operating 
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be impervious to air. Using this model, a transient thermal solution of the HI-STORM 100 System 
starting from normal storage conditions is obtained. The results of the blocked ducts transient 
analysis are presented in Table 4.6.5 and confirmed to be below the accident temperature limits 
(Table 2.2.3). The co-incident MPC pressure is also computed and compared with the accident 
design pressure (Table 2.2.1). The result (Table 4.6.2) is confirmed to be below the limit. 

For MPC heat loads which meet the values in Table 4.5 .7 or 4 .5.8, the results of the transient 
analysis that support the required action completion times for clearing the inlets are presented in 
Table 4.6.7 and confirm all temperatures are below the accident temperature limits (Table 2.2.3). 

As noted above, the fuel and component temperatures rise due to complete blockage of HI-STORM 
vents. This temperature rise is small for casks where heat loads are much lower than design basis 
heat loads. A threshold heat load is defined for all MPCs in Table 4.6 .8 at or below which fuel and 
component temperatures remain below their respective accident tempera_ture limits under steady 
state conditions. A steady state evaluation of a complete vent blockage at this-threshold heat loads is 
performed for both MPC-32 and MPC-68.-aed-k ambient temperature of 80°F is adopted similar to 
that used in the transient evaluation at design maximum heat load described above. Steady state 
temperature and MPC cavity pressure results are presented in Table 4.6.9. The results demonstrate 
that the fuel and component temperatures remain below their respective accident temperature limits 
defined in the Design Criteria Chapter 2 with robust margins. To identify and clear any blockages 
mandatory surveillance is defined in Chapter 11. Smee the thermal performaBce of MPG 68 is 
essentially the same as MPG 32 or boHBds the other MPG types as demonstrated iB Section 4 .4, the 
threshold heat load in Table 4.6.8 is adopted for all MPG types. 

4.6.2.5 Burial Under Debris 

Burial of the HI-STORM 100 System under debris is not a credible accident. During storage at the 
ISFSI there are no structures over the casks . Minimum regulatory distances from the ISFSI to the 
nearest ISFSI security fence precludes the close proximity of substantial amount of vegetation. 
There is no credible mechanism for the HI-STORM 100 System to become completely buried under 
debris. However, for conservatism, complete burial under debris is considered. 

To demonstrate the inherent safety of the HI-STORM 100 System, a bounding analysis that 
considers the debris to act as a perfect insulator is considered. Under this scenario, the contents of ' 
the HI-STORM 100 System will undergo a transient heat up under adiabatic conditions. The 
minimum available time (l'.l-r) for the fuel cladding to reach the accident limit depends on the 
following: (i) thermal inertia of the cask, (ii) the cask initial conditions, (iii) the spent nuclear fuel 
decay heat generation and (iv) the margin between the initial cladding temperature and the accident 
temperature limit. To obtain a lowerbound on l'.l-r, the HI-STORM 100 Overpack thermal inertia 
(item i) is understated, the cask initial temperature (item ii) is maximized, decay heat overstated 
(item iii) and the cladding temperature margin (item iv) is understated. A set of conservatively 
postulated input parameters for items (i) through (iv) are summarized in Table 4 .6.6. Using these 
parameters i'l-r is computed as follows: 
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voided guide tubes, a water density of 1.0 glee in the DFC and MPC, 2900 ppm soluble boron, 
and an enrichment of 5.0 wt% m u for the intact and damaged fuel and fuel debris. For this case, 
results are summarized in Table 6.4.13. For each condition, the table lists the highest maximum 
kerr, including bias and calculational uncertainties, i.e. the point of optimum moderation. The 
results show that the fuel pellet diameter in the DFC has an insignificant effect on reactivity, and 
that reactivity decreases with decreasing water density. The latter demonstrates that replacing all 
cladding and other structural material with water is conservative even in the presence of soluble 
boron in the water. Therefore, a typical fuel pellet diameter and a water density of 1.0 in the 
DFCs are used for all further analyses. Two enrichment levels are analyzed, 4.1 wt% m u and 
5.0 wt% m u , consistent with the analyses for intact fuel only. In any calculation, the same 
enrichment is used for the intact fuel and the damaged fuel and fuel debris. For both enrichment 
levels, analyses are performed with voided and filled guide tubes, each with water densities of 
0.93 and 1.0 g/cm3 in the MPC. In all cases, the water density inside the DFCs is assumed to be 
1.0 g/cm3, since this is the most reactive condition as shown in Table 6.4.13 . Results are 
summarized in Table 6.4.14. For each group of assembly classes, the table shows the soluble 
boron level and the highest maximum kerr for the various moderation conditions of the intact 
assembly. The highest maximum kerr is the highest value of any of the hypothetical fuel debris 
configurations, i.e. various arrays of bare fuel rods. All maximum kerr values are below the 0.95 
regulatory limit. Conditions of damaged fuel such as assemblies with missing rods or collapsed 
assemblies were not analyzed in the MPC-32, since the results in Figure 6.4.14 clearly 
demonstrate that these conditions are bounded by the hypothetical model for fuel debris based on 
regular arrays of bare fuel rods. 

6.4.5 Fuel Assemblies with Missing Rods 

For fuel assemblies that are qualified for damaged fuel storage, missing and/or damaged fuel 
rods are acceptable. However, for fuel assemblies to meet the limitations of intact fuel assembly 
storage, missing fuel rods must be replaced with dummy rods that displace a volume of water 
that is equal to, or larger than, that displaced by the original rods. The number of dummy rods 
that is used to replace missing and/or damaged fuel rods is not limited. 

6.4.6 Thoria Rod Canister 
I 

The Thoria Rod Canister is similar to a DFC with an internal separator assembly containing 18 
intact fuel rods. The configuration is illustrated in Figure 6.4.15. The kerr value for an MPC-68F 
filled with Thoria Rod Canisters is calculated to be 0.1813 . This low reactivity is attributed to the 
relatively low content in m u (equivalent to U02 fuel with an enrichment of approximately up to 
I. 7 wt% m u), the large spacing between the rods (the pitch is approximately I", the cladding 
OD is 0.412") and the absorption in the separator assembly. Together with the maximum kerr 
values listed in Tables 6.1. 7 and 6.1.8 this result demonstrates, that the kerr for a Thoria Rod 
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Canister loaded into the MPC-68 or the MPC-68F together with other approved fuel assemblies 
or DFCs will remain well below the regulatory requirement of kerr < 0.95 . The evaluation 
presented here was performed with fresh fuel, but for a condition where all basket locations were 
assumed to be filled with a Thoria Rod canister, while only a single canister is permitted. The 
conversion of Th-232 to U-233 during depletion may results in a slight increase in reactivity for 
this hypothetical case of a basket entirely filled with Thoria Rod Canisters, however, the real 
condition of a single canister loaded together with spent fuel would still be bounded by the 
design basis case with fuel assemblies only. 

6.4.7 Sealed Rods replacing BWR Water Rods 

Some BWR fuel assemblies contain sealed rods filled with a non-fissile material instead of water 
rods. Compared to the configuration with water rods, the configuration with sealed rods has a 
reduced amount of moderator, while the amount of fissile material is maintained. Thus, the 
reactivity of the configuration with sealed rods will be lower compared to the configuration with 
water rods. Any configuration containing sealed rods instead of water rods is therefore bounded 
by the analysis for the configuration with water rods and no further analysis is required to 
demonstrate the acceptability. Therefore, for all BWR fuel assemblies analyzed, it is permissible 
that water rods are replaced by sealed rods filled with a non-fissile material. 

6.4.8 Non-fuel Hardware in PWR Fuel Assemblies 

Non-fuel hardware such as Thimble Plugs (TPs), Burnable Poison Rod Assemblies (BPRAs), 
Control Rod Assemblies (CRAs), Axial Power Shaping Rods (APSRs) and similar devices are 
permitted for storage with all PWR fuel types. Non-fuel hardware is inserted in the guide tubes 
of the assemblies. For pure water, the reactivity of any PWR assembly with inserts is bounded by 
(i.e. lower than) the reactivity of the same assembly without the insert. This is due to the fact that 
the insert reduces the amount of moderator in the assembly, while the amount of fissile material 
remains unchanged. This conclusion is supported by the calculation listed in Table 6.2.4, which 
shows a significant reduction in reactivity as a result of voided guide tubes, i.e. the removal of 
the water from the guide tubes. 

With the presence of soluble boron in the water, non-fuel hardware not only displaces water, but 
also the neutron absorber in the water. It is therefore possible that the insertion results in an 
increase of reactivity, specifically for higher soluble boron concentrations. As a bounding 
approach for the presence of non-fue l hardware, analyses were performed with empty (voided) 
guide tubes, i.e. any absorption of the hardware is neglected. If assemblies contain an instrument 
tube, this tube remains filled with borated water. Table 6.4.6 shows results for the variation in 
water density for cases with filled and voided guide tubes. These results show that the optimum 
moderator density depends on the soluble boron concentration, and on whether the guide tubes 
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• The channel is present and attached to the fuel assembly in the standard fashion; and 
• The channel is essentially undamaged; and 
• The maximum planar average enrichment of the assembly is less than or equal to 3.3 wt% 

23su 

This analysis covers older assemblies, where the cladding integrity is uncertain, and where a 
verification of the cladding condition is prohibitive. An example of this type of fuel is the so-called 
CILC (Copper Induced Localized Corrosion) fuel, which has potential corrosion-induced damaged 
to the cladding but does not have grossly breached spent fuel rods. 

The presence of the essentially undamaged and attached channel confines the fuel rods to a limited 
volume and the low enrichment, limits the reactivity of the fuel even under optimum moderation 
conditions. Due to the uncertain cladding condition, the analysis of this fuel follows essentially the 
same approach as that for the Damaged Fuel and Fuel Debris, i.e. bare fuel rod arrays of varying 
sizes are analyzed within the confines of the channel. This is an extremely conservative modeling 
approach for this condition, since reconfiguration is not expected and cladding would still be 
present. 

Calculations are performed with these assemblies in all cells of the MPC-68M, without DFCs. The 
results of this conservative analysis are listed in Table 6.III.4.9 and show that the system remains 
below the regulatory limit. 

In addition, calculations are performed for the MPC-68M with checkerboard configuration of 
normal undamaged fuel and low enriched, channeled BWR fuel fuel without DFCs. The results of 
this analysis are listed in Table 6.III.4.10 and show that the reactivity remains below the regulatory 
limit and bounded by the reference undamaged fuel assembly in all cells. 

These results confirm that even with unknown cladding condition the maximum keff values are 
below the regulatory limit when fully flooded and loaded with any of the BWR candidate fuel 
assemblies, therefore if the cladding is not grossly breached and the fuel assembly is structurally 
sound it can be considered undamaged when loaded in an MPC-68M. 

6.ill.4.5 Thoria Rod Canister 

The criticality evaluation of thoria rod canister was performed for MPC-68 or MPC-68F and results 
presented in Section 6.4.6 show that it is permissible to load the Thoria Rod Canister together with 
any approved content in a MPC-68 or MPC-68F. While only a single canister is qualified for 
storage, the analysis assumes such a canister in every basket cell, and calculates a very low 
reactivity of less than 0.2 for this condition, based on a U02 content of 1.8 wt%. The conversion of 
Th-232 to U-233 during depletion may results in a slight increase in reactivity for the hypothetical 
case of a MPC-68 or MPC-68F entirely filled with Thoria Rod Canisters, however, the real 
condition of a single canister loaded together with spent fuel would still be bounded by the design 
basis case with fuel assemblies only. Since the MPC-68M has equal or better criticality performance 
than the MPC-68 due to the basket itself being made from the neutron absorber, Metamic-HT. 
Without any further evaluations it can therefore be concluded that, from a criticality perspective, the 
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thoria rods with the actual composition can be safely stored in the HI-STORM 100 system in an 
MPC-68M canister. 
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a. 

Enclosure 3 to Holtec Letter 5014818 

If used, fill the Annulus Overpressure System lines and reservoir with 
demineralized water and close the reservoir valve. Attach the Annulus 
Overpressure System to the HI-TRAC. See Figure 8.1.14. 

b. Verify spent fuel pool for boron concentration requirements in accordance with 
Tables 2.1.14 and 2.1.16. 

c. Engage the lift yoke to HI-TRAC lifting trunnions and position HI-TRAC over 
the cask loading area with the basket aligned to the orientation of the spent fuel 
racks. 

ALARANote: 
Wetting the components that enter the spent fuel pool may reduce the amount of 
decontamination work to be performed later. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

8.1.4 

Wet the surfaces of HI-TRAC and lift yoke with plant demineralized water while 
slowly lowering HI-TRAC into the spent fuel pool. 

When the top of the HI-TRAC reaches the elevation of the reservoir, open the 
Annulus Overpressure System reservoir valve. Maintain the reservoir water level 
at approximately 3/4 full the entire time the cask is in the spent fuel pool. 

Place HI-TRAC on the floor of the cask loading area and disengage the lift yoke. 
Visually verify that the lift yoke is fully disengaged. Remove the lift yoke from 
the spent fuel pool while spraying the crane cables and yoke with plant 
demineralized water. 

Observe the annulus seal for signs of air leakage. If leakage is observed (by the 
steady flow of bubbles emanating from one or more discrete locations) then 
immediately remove the HI-TRAC from the spent fuel pool and repair or replace 
the seal. 

MPC Fuel Loading 

Note: 
An underwater camera or other suitable viewing device may be used for monitoring 
underwater operations. 

Note: 
When loading MPCs requiring soluble boron, the boron concentration of the water shall be 
checked in accordance with Tables 2.1.14 and 2.1.16 before and during operations with fuel 
and water in the MPC. 

l. Perform a fuel assembly selection verification using plant fuel records to 
ensure that only fuel assemblies that meet all the conditions for loading as 

specified in Section 2.1.9 have been selected for loading into the MPC. 
Caution: 

In accordance with the definition of"Undamaged Fuel," some low-enriched channeled fuel must 
be shown to be without known or suspected grossly breached spent fuel rods. This determination 
can be made based on review of records, fuel sipping, or other method. 
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2. Load the pre-selected fuel assemblies into the MPC in accordance with the 
approved fuel loading pattern. 

3. Perform a post-loading visual verification of the assembly identification to 
confirm that the serial numbers match the approved fuel loading pattern. 

8.1 .5 MPC Closure 

Note: 
The user may elect to use the Lid Retention System (See Figure 8.1.15) to assist in the 
installation of the MPC lid and lift yoke, and to provide the means to secure the MPC lid in the 
event of a drop accident during loaded cask handling operations outside of the spent fuel pool. 
The user is responsible for evaluating the additional weight imposed on the cask, lift yoke, 
crane and floor prior to use. See Tables 8.1. l through 8.1.4 as applicable. The following 
guidance describes installation of the MPC lid using the lift yoke. The MPC lid may also be 
installed separately. 

Depending on facility configuration, users may elect to perform MPC closure operations with 
the HI-TRAC partially submerged in the spent fuel pool. If opted, operations involving 
removal of the HI-TRAC from the spent fuel pool shall be sequenced accordingly. 

1. Remove the HI-TRAC from the spent fuel pool as follows : 

a. Visually inspect the MPC lid rigging or Lid Retention System in accordance with 
site-approved rigging procedures. Attach the MPC lid to the lift yoke so that MPC 
lid, drain line and trunnions will be in relative alignment. Raise the MPC lid and 
adjust the rigging so the MPC lid hangs level as necessary. 

b. Install the drain line to the underside of the MPC lid. See Figure 8.1.17. 

c. Align the MPC lid and lift yoke so the drain line will be positioned in the MPC 
drain lo f}tion and the cask trunnions will also engage. See Figure 8.1.11 and 
8.1.17. 

ALA.RA Note: 
Pre-wetting the components that enter the spent fuel pool may reduce the amount of 
decontamination work to be performed later. 

d. Slowly lower the MPC lid into the pool and insert the drain line into the drain 
access location and visually verify that the drain line is correctly oriented. See 
Figure 8.1.12. 

e. Lower the MPC lid while monitoring for any hang-up of the drain line. If the 
drain line becomes kinked or disfigured for any reason, remove the MPC lid and 
replace the drain line. 
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SFSC Heat Removal System 

B 3.1.2 

B 3.1 SFSC Integrity 

B 3.1.2 SFSC Heat Removal System 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSIS 

The SFSC Heat Removal System is a passive, air-cooled , 
convective heat transfer system that ensures heat from the 
MPC canister is transferred to the environs by the chimney 
effect. Relatively cool air is drawn into the annulus between 
the OVERPACK and the MPC through the air inlets. The 
MPC transfers its heat from the canister surface to the air via 
natural convection . The buoyancy created by the heating of 
the air creates a chimney effect and the air is forced back 
into the environs through the outlet air ducts at the top of the 
OVERPACK. 

The thermal analyses of the SFSC take credit for the decay 
heat from the spent fuel assemblies being ultimately 
transferred to the ambient environment surround ing the 
OVERPACK. Transfer of heat away from the fuel 
assemblies ensures that the fuel cladding and other SFSC 
component temperatures do not exceed applicable limits. 
Under normal storage conditions , the air inlets are 
unobstructed and full air flow (i.e., maximum heat transfer for 
the given ambient temperature) occurs. 

Analyses have been performed for the half and complete 
obstruction of all the air inlets. Blockage of half of the air 
inlets reduces air flow through the OVERPACK annulus and 
decreases heat transfer from the MPC. Under this off
normal condition , no SFSC components exceed the short 
term temperature limits. 

(continued) 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSIS 
(continued) 

LCO 

Enclosure 3 to Holtec Letter 5014818 
SFSC Heat Removal System 

B 3.1.2 

The complete blockage of all air inlets stops normal 
air cooling of the MPC. The MPC will continue to radiate 
heat to the relatively cooler OVERPACK. With the loss of 
normal air cooling , the SFSC component temperatures will 
increase toward their respective short-term temperature 
limits. None of the components reach their temperature 
limits over the duration of the analyzed event. 

The SFSC Heat Removal System must be verified to be 
operable to preserve the assumptions of the thermal 
analyses. Operability is defined as at least 50% of the inlet 
and outlet air ducts are available for air flow (i.e., unblocked). 
Operability of the heat removal system ensures that the 
decay heat generated by the stored fuel assemblies is 
transferred to the environs at a sufficient rate to maintain fuel 
cladding and other SFSC component temperatures within 
design limits. 

The intent of th is LCO is to address those occurrences of air 
duct blockage that can be reasonably anticipated to occur 
from time to time at the ISFSI (i.e., Design Event I and II 
class events per ANSl/ANS-57.9) . These events are of the 
type where corrective actions can usually be accomplished 
within one 8-hour operating shift to restore the heat removal 
system to operable status (e .g., removal of loose debris) . 

(continued) 
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BASES 

LCO 
(continued) 

APPLICABILITY 

ACTIONS 

Enclosure 3 to Holtec Letter 5014818 
SFSC Heat Removal System 

B 3.1.2 

This LCO is not intended to address low frequency, 
unexpected Design Event Ill and IV class events such as 
design basis accidents and extreme environmental 
phenomena that could potentially block one or more of the 
air ducts for an extended period of time (i. e., longer than the 
total Completion Time of the LCO). This class of events is 
addressed site-specifically as required by Section 3.4.9 of 
Appendix B to the Coe. 

The LCO is applicable during STORAGE ,OPERATIONS. 
Once an OVERPACK containing an MPC loaded with spent 
fuel has been placed into it's storage configuration , the heat 
removal system must be operable to ensure adequate 
dissipation of the decay heat from the fuel assemblies. 

' 

A note has been added to the ACTIONS which states that, 
for this LCO, separate Condition entry is allowed for each 
SFSC. This is acceptable since the Required Actions for 
each Condition provide appropriate compensatory measures 
for each SFSC not meeting the LCO. Subsequent SFSCs 
that don't meet the LCO are governed by subsequent 
Condition entry and application of associated Required 
Actions. 

Although the heat removal system remains operable, the 
blockage should be cleared expeditiously. 

(continued) 
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BASES 

ACTIONS 

Enclosure 3 to Holtec Letter 5014818 
SFSC Heat Removal System 

B 3.1.2 

(continued) 8.1 

If the heat removal system has been determined to be 
inoperable, it must be restored to operable status within 
eight hours for OVERPACKS containing MPCs with heat 
loads in excess of the heat loads in Table 8 .1-1 (below) at 
the time of inspection . Eight hours is a reasonable period of 
time (typically, one operating shift) to take action to remove 
the obstructions in the air flow path . 

Table B.1-1 
(Threshold* heat loads for HI-STORM 100 System 
Surveillance Frequency and Completion Time to restore heat 
removal system to operable status) 
MPC Model(s) Threshold Heat Load 
24/68 19 kW 
32 16 kW 
*Threshold heat load as specified in this table, is defined as a heat 
load at, above or below which, an action as defined in this LCO 
Basis may be implemented. 

Alternatively, for OVERPACKS containing MPCs heat loads 
up to the thresholds in Table B.1-1 at the time of inspection, 
the system must be restored to operable status within twenty 
four hours. Twenty four hours is a reasonable period of time 
for these lower heat load systems since the temperature 
limits of the system components and fuel cladding are not 
exceeded and the event is not time limiting. 

(continued) 
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BASES 

ACTIONS 

Enclosure 3 to Holtec Letter 5014818 
SFSC Heat Removal System 

B 3.1.2 

(continued) C.1 

For MPCs with heat loads greater than the thresholds in 
Table B.1-1 , m the heat removal system cannot be restored 
to operable status within eight hours, the innermost portion 
of the OVERPACK concrete may experience elevated 
temperatures. Therefore , dose rates are required to be 
measured to verify the effectiveness of the radiation 
shielding provided by the concrete. This Action must be 
performed immediately and repeated every twelve hours 
thereafter to provide timely and continued evaluation of the 
effectiveness of the concrete shielding . As necessary, the 
cask user shall provide additional radiation protection 
measures such as temporary shielding. The Completion 
Time is reasonable considering the expected slow rate of 
deterioration, if any, of the concrete under elevated 
temperatures. 

For MPCs with heat loads less than or equal to the threshold 
heat loads in Table B.1-1 , there will be inconsequential 
temperature increase to the OVERPACK concrete if the 
system is not restored to operable status within 24 hours. If 
the heat removal system cannot be restored to operable 
status within 24 hours, the same actions as above are 
required . 

I 

In addition to Required Action C.1 , efforts must continue to 
restore cooling to the SFSC. Efforts must continue to 
restore the heat removal system to operable status by 
removing the air flow obstruction(s) unless optional Required 
Action C.2.2 is being implemented. 

(continued) 
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ACTIONS 

Enclosure 3 to Holtec Letter 5014818 

C.2.1 (continued) 

SFSC Heat Removal System 
B 3.1.2 

This Required Action must be complete in 64 hours (after 
entering Condition C) for an aboveground system with an 
MPC decay heat load of 28.74 kW or less, in 24 hours (after 
entering Condition C) for an aboveground system with an 
MPC decay heat load greater than 28.74 kW, and in 16 
hours for an underground system. These Completion Times 
are consistent with the thermal analyses of this event, which 
show that all component temperatures remain below their 
short-term temperature limits up to 72, 32 or 24 hours after 
event initiation , respectively. For MPC heat loads up to the 
thresholds in Table B.1-1 , system components temperatures 
do not exceed their short term temperature limits. 

The Completion Time reflects the 8 or 24 hours to complete 
Required Action B.1 and the appropriate balance of time 
consistent with the applicable analysis results . The event is 
assumed to begin at the time the SFSC heat removal system 
is declared inoperable. This is reasonable considering the 
low probability of all air ducts becoming simultaneously 
blocked by trash or debris. 

In lieu of implementing Required Action C.2.1, transfer of the 
MPC into a TRANSFER CASK will place the MPC in an 
analyzed condition and ensure adequate fuel cooling until 
actions to correct the heat removal system inoperability can 
be completed . Transfer of the MPC into a TRANSFER 
CASK removes the SFSC from the LCO Appl icability since 
STORAGE OPERATIONS does not include times when the 
MPC resides in the TRANSFER CASK. In this case, the 
requirements of Coe Appendix A, LCO 3.1.4 apply. 

(continued) 
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ACTIONS 

Enclosure 3 to Holtec Letter 5014818 

C.2.2 (continued) 

SFSC Heat Removal System 
B 3.1 .2 

An engineering evaluation must be performed to determine if 
any concrete deterioration has occurred which prevents it 
from performing its design function . If the evaluation is 
successful and the air flow obstructions have been cleared , " 
the OVERPACK heat removal system may be considered 
operable and the MPC transferred back into the 
OVERPACK. Compliance with LCO 3.1.2 is then restored . 
If the evaluation is unsuccessful , the user must transfer the 
MPC into a different, fully qualified OVERPACK to resume 
STORAGE OPERATIONS and restore compliance with LCO 
3.1.2 

In lieu of performing the engineering evaluation , the user 
may opt to proceed directly to transferring the MPC into a 
different, fully qualified OVERPACK or place the TRANSFER 
CASK in the spent fuel pool and unload the MPC. 

The Completion Times of 64 hours, 24 hours and 16 hours 
reflect the Completion Time from Requ ired Action C.2.1 to 
ensure component temperatures remain below their short
term temperature limits for the respective decay heat loads 
and OVERPACK styles. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.2 
REQUIREMENTS 

The long-term integrity of the stored fuel is dependent on the 
ability of the SFSC to reject heat from the MPC to the 
environment. There are two options for implementing SR 
3.1 .2, either of which is acceptable for demonstrating that 
the heat removal system is OPERABLE. 

(continued) 
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Enclosure 3 to Holtec Letter 5014818 
SFSC Heat Removal System 

B 3.1.2 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.2 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

Visual observation that all air inlets and outlets are 
unobstructed ensures that air flow past the MPC is occurring 
and heat transfer is taking place. Greater than 50% 
blockage of the total air inlet area or air outlet area renders 
the heat removal system inoperable and this LCO is not met. 
50% or less blockage of the total air inlet area or air outlet 
area does not constitute inoperability of the heat removal 
system. However, corrective actions should be taken 
promptly to remove the obstruction and restore full flow 
through the affected air duct(s) . 

As an alternative, for OVERPACKs with air temperature 
monitoring instrumentation installed in the air outlets, the 
temperature rise between ambient and the OVERPACK air 
outlet may be monitored to verify operability of the heat 
removal system. Blocked air ducts will reduce air flow and 
increase the temperature rise experienced by the air as it 
removes heat from the MPC. Based on the analyses, 
provided the air temperature rise is less than the limit stated 
in the SR, adequate air flow and , therefore , adequate heat 
transfer is occurring to provide assurance of long term fuel 
cladding integrity. The reference ambient temperature used 
to perform this Surveillance shall be measured at the ISFSI 
facility. 

(continued) 
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SFSC Heat Removal System 

B 3.1 .2 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.2 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

The Frequency of 24 hours for aboveground systems with 
heat loads that exceed the thresholds in Table B.1-1 at the 
time of inspection, and 16 hours for underground systems is 
reasonable based on the time necessary for SFSC 
components to heat up to unacceptable temperatures 
assuming design basis heat loads, and allowing for 
corrective actions to take place upon discovery of blockage 
of air ducts. For aboveground systems containing MPCs with 
heat loads less than or equal to the threshold heat loads in 
Table B.1-1 at the time of inspection, the surveillance 
frequency of 30 days is appropriate, since the system 
components and peak cladding temperature limits for 
accident conditions are not exceeded and the event is not 
time limiting. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

FSAR Chapter 4 
FSAR Sections 11 .2.13 and 11 .2.1 4 
ANSI/ANS 57.9-1992 
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